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Gold and copper: Separate 
destinations

Article

Gold price rises amidst instability
On January 3, 2020, the US government launched a 
drone attack on Baghdad’s international airport that 
killed Qasem Soleimani, the Major General of the 
Islamic Revolutionary Army. We must remember that 
this happened in an election year, where the American 
president, Donald Trump, is also facing an impeachment 
trial. Does this attack that stirred up US domestic and 
foreign policy impact the gold price?
Of course it does. 
Control Risks’ latest global report for 2020 identifies 
geopolitical factors associated with the US presidential 
campaign as the most significant issue affecting global 
instability this year. Jonathan Wood, Director of Control 
Risks, writes that US Congress is going to agree to any 
policy Trump proposes, however disruptive. 
Mr. Omar Jabara is Newmont’s Executive 
Communications Director and he explained that in such 
a climate the fundamental factors driving the continued 
rise in gold prices over the past four years “remain firmly 
in place.” These include reduced mining consumables, 
rising demand from the growing middle classes in China 
and India, and historic growth in gold-backed Exchange 
Traded Funds (ETFs), which rose 14% to a record high in 
2019, according to Mr. Jabara. 
Basically, the demand for gold will continue to grow. 
Newmont’s website does not describe any mining 

In the midst of international commodity market 
turbulence, it is worth looking closely at two of 
our principal exported metals. Currently US-China 
relations are being reformulated and US foreign policy 
is becoming a global concern, while a disease that 
may become a pandemic is grabbing the headlines. 
What are the projections for gold and copper prices?
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projects in Chile, and in mid-January the company signed 
an agreement with Mirasol to sell the Inca Gold project. 
But that could change “Newmont continually reassesses 
its global and South American opportunities. Chile is 
highly prospective for gold and gold-copper deposits.” 
Specifically, Mr. Jabara explained that “both Nueva Union 
and Norte Abierto continue to meet our project criteria, 
and we will continue to optimize both the life of these 
mines and the economies of each project. We believe 
that both deposits represent excellent opportunities to 
develop world-class, long-term projects in Chile.” 
Mr. Jabara described the details of Newmont’s projects 
in Chile, and mentioned that the company delayed 
submitting the EIA for Nueva Unión, because the project 
will implement optimizations this year. It will also 
reduce the footprint of Norte Abierto, in order to achieve 
investment objectives. 
Mr. Juan Ignacio Guzmán is CEO of the consulting 
company GEM and a professor of Mining Engineering at 
the Universidad Católica. He said that “As the potential 
sources of conflict in the Middle East and the US trade war 
with China progress towards a satisfactory resolution, 
the gold price should begin to fall. But I also believe that 
the fundamentals associated with the gold supply make 
it very difficult for us to expect the price to fall below 
US$1,000 per ounce, due to widespread increases in 
production costs over recent years. I think that US$1,000 
is the floor price for gold, and that a ceiling doesn’t really 
exist. Major conflicts could push its price much higher, 
even above US $2,000”.

Copper prices catch the Wuhan virus
On December 31, Chinese health authorities reported to 
the WHO 27 cases of pneumonia from an unknown origin 
and resistant to current treatments. The coronavirus was 
first detected in Wuhan and in two weeks it had spread 
throughout much of China with confirmed cases on every 
continent, and threatens to become a pandemic that has 
mobilized health services around the world. 
The impact of this infectious outbreak was to reverse the 
upturn in the copper price that began in early December. 
The coronavirus appeared in Wuhan, which has about 

11 million inhabitants and is a hub 
for Chinese industrial development. 
Telecommunications, biotechnology, 
automotive manufacturing and new 
materials development companies 
operate there. After national and global 
alarms were raised, Wuhan canceled 
several public activities, including its 
Chinese New Year celebrations, which 
directly affected the demand for industrial 
consumables. 
The copper price had been climbing 
since early December, which reversed its 
recent downward trend. This was largely 
explained by progress on US-China trade 
relations. After a month of talks to defuse 
the tariff war between the two countries, 
on January 15 they signed a treaty where 
China agreed to purchase US$200 billion 
of US goods in Phase 1. “The markets 
believed that this agreement indicated the 
political will to restore the situation before 
the conflict, which is trade without tariffs 
that led to China becoming a leading 
global manufacturing factory. Copper is 
widely used in manufacturing and plays a 
key role with respect to Chinese demand 
to supply the local and global markets,” 
Mr. Guzmán said.
The recent copper price decline has 
changed this year’s projections, but the 
situation is less alarming than it might 
seem. Although Cochilco adjusted 
its copper price projections for 2020 
downwards at the end of January, this 
was aligned with the caution it had voiced 
when the recent bonanza appeared. Mr. 
Jorge Cantallopts, Cochilco’s Director 
of Public Policy Studies, said “We 
were conservative when the December 
upturn appeared and did not adjust our 
projections, due to the uncertain global 
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climate. There were good indications at the end of the 
year, such as the Phase 1 US-China talks, the volume of 
copper imports from China, particularly in November. 
This rise was based on tangible consumption events. 
The decline was the result of the situation between Iran 
and the USA. Our projection is that the copper price in 
2020 will continue its 2019 trend, and will not reach 
US$3. In the medium term it may rise, but it is unlikely 
this year. The fragility of the market is so extreme.” 
Mr. Guzman summarizes it differently: “If China sneezes, 
the whole world gets sick. This confirms it.” However, 
he is still optimistic about the near future, provided that 
China manages to control the pneumonia outbreak. “I 
am not an epidemiologist, but I believe that the market 
has overreacted to an event that should be short term 
and our projections should continue to be valid once this 
crisis is over. If this disease were to last six months and 
drag China into a recession, we would have a different 
situation. But China has faced recessions, and it has 
forged ahead following Asian bird flu, and I do not see 

why this should not be similar. There 
is an immediate impact on China’s 
consumption. The only sure thing is that 
the copper price changes every day. We’ve 
had a string of bad news lately, but the 
market fundamentals are still in place.” 
Mr. Cantallopts explains that the key is 
in precisely observing the variables. “We 
must be cautious and not too optimistic. 
The trade conflict has not been resolved 
with Phase 1. This agreement has ensured 
that it does not continue to escalate, 
and it remains to be seen whether 
China is capable of complying with its 
commitments, especially with respect to 
agricultural imports. The market is still not 
convinced that this will happen. The good 
news is that the gold price has recovered 
and is one of Chile’s main mining by-
products along with molybdenum.”
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GRAPHIC 1

Monthy gold price variation. Source: Kitco.

GRAPHIC 2

Monthly copper price variation. Source: Kitco
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An automated future

Article

RUR is a futuristic play that the Czech 
playwright Karel Čapek published in 1920. 
Mr. Čapek created the word robot for this 
play, which refers to an artificial servant 
who relieves people of all physical labor. 
Coincidentally, the name of the first fully 
automated drill rod feeding system  is 
RUR or Robotic Underground Rig. It 
was developed by EDM together with 
its Australian partners, Titeline Group. 
Although EDM has not yet begun to 
market it, the first RUR is already working 
in Australia, and a further seven units will 
be commissioned during 2020. Watching 

it operate is almost hypnotic. The robot arm unloads 
each drill rod from a store, aligns it with the rotation head, 
screws, secures and pushes it, then repeats this process 
as required. All without operator assistance. “The RUR 
uses a network of lasers to map its environment and 
pin-point the drill rod store and the drilling equipment.  
You have to wear a special vest so that the machine can 
detect you, because otherwise it can’t see you,” explained 
Mr. Nigel Smith, the company’s CEO. 
He enthusiastically added “This is the future of drilling. A 
fully automated operation, where people are only required 
to position the equipment.” That future is becoming a 
reality, and it all began in 2008 when EDM introduced its 
first drilling rig, the EDM 2000. “Mainly because at that 
time we realized that the market wanted to drill deeper. 
Now our focus is on innovation, to reduce the risks 
involved in handling drill rods, to increase efficiency and 
to reduce costs.” 

We talked to Mr. Nigel Smith, CEO of Exploration Drill 
Masters, about how technology can reduce site risks 
and enhance exploration opportunities. 
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The most recent example of this understanding of 
drilling equipment is the EDM 45-K, which does not 
require assembly, requires very little storage space and 
can be delivered in an HC 40 foot container. Its technical 
specifications are described in the table. 
“The bottom line for safety is to reduce the repetitive 
movements required of drill rig operators,” said Mr. 
Smith, as we visited the EDM facility in Quilicura, where 
Chilean operators polish the parts built here using local 
and imported components.
 “If you have ever seen a drilling operation, you would 
have noticed that feeding the drill rods requires operators 

to attach them one by one, and that’s when wrist injuries 
occur. Along with tiredness, exhaustion, back injuries and 
many other consequences. We eliminated these risks 
by introducing the rod feeder in 2016. The rod feeder is 
controlled by an operator, and the machine feeds the drill 
rods without human involvement. Repetitive movements 
are best left to machines.” 
EDM will introduce the Mark II rod feeder in June this 
year, which screws and unscrews the drill rods. “We are 
under a lot of pressure to introduce it to the market. What 
makes it unique is that it can work with any drill rig with 
a top drive rotation head and can be modified to operate 
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with a chuck rotation head. Current drilling 
equipment does not need to be modified 
or replaced. This sets it apart from any 
other rod handling equipment available 
on the market today.” 
This rod feeder is self-propelled. Therefore, 
it can be easily accommodated at the drill 
site and attached to the drilling equipment. 
It also stores drilling equipment, which 
saves on transportation. It improves site 
safety by reducing direct contact with 
drilling rods. “We don’t have exact figures 
on the extent to which accidents have 

reduced at drilling sites using the rod feeder,” explained 
Mr. Smith, “but I can tell you that operators return home 
with clean clothes. That’s exceptional, and verifies that 
this machine has reduced the contact between operators 
and equipment.” 
But the rod feeder still requires operators to load the 
machine with drilling rods. On the other hand, the 
RUR extracts the drill rods, assembles them and then 
disassembles and stores them completely autonomously, 
making it the logical conclusion to this development. 
The RUR relieves people of physical labor, just as in Karel 
Čapek’s visionary play. The future, and particularly the 
future of mining, is automated, as Mr.Smith believes. 

EDM 45K-D

Diamond drilling equipment, designed to be delivered in a High Cube 40 foot container

Depth:       N+= 1600m  H+=1100m P+= 730m

Maximum torque:   6713 Nm

Maximum speed:    1250 rpm

Thrust force:    7711 kgf

Extraction force:   20411 kgf

Engine:     Cummings QSB 6.7 260 HP

Main hoist:    18,144 kgf

Sludge pump:    65 GPM @ 2000 PSI
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Felix Lee: How to perceive 
opportunities where others 
see a crisis

Interview

that geology continues to be based on the same 
fundamental characteristics. That despite technological 
advances, it remains a discipline that essentially requires 
field work, rock inspections and precise reasoning. 
Mr. Lee began attending the annual PDAC conference 
when he was still a university student, and he still attending 
it three decades later. He is currently the organization’s 
Chairman, and he is preparing to lead the conference in 
March, which is in Toronto this year.

  P Why do you think that a Canadian organization such 
as PDAC has become a global benchmark?

 R I believe that it is due to many of our 7,500 
members working all over the world. Accordingly, 
many mining countries are watching what is 
happening to exploration and mining companies 
in Canada, and the PDAC conference has become 
an important event for them. This global industry 
always faces challenges wherever it operates, 
and the PDAC conference has grown into a forum 
where people can exchange ideas and learn from 
each other. I believe that the contents of this year’s 
conference reflect that. We have a very strong 
emphasis on Capital Markets, on Sustainability and 
on Indigenous Communities.

PDAC is almost one hundred years’ old and unites 
Canada’s exploration and mining companies. Its 
Chairman talked to Chile Explore about the challenges 
currently faced by the mining sector, the opportunities 
offered by the price of gold and mega-mergers in the 
sector, which he believes are not a threat. 

Felix Lee

The oil crisis in Canada changed Felix Lee’s life. Until he 
graduated as a geologist in 1986, he had planned to work 
in that industry, but when it contracted, it forced him to 
focus on what he calls “hard rocks.” He started working in 
a junior mining company during the gold rush in the mid-
1980s in Hemlo, Ontario, and perhaps that determined 
how he perceives his profession. Felix Lee still believes 
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  P Does mining have a role developing new 
technologies for all? 

 R There’s an old saying: “If you can’t grow it, you 
have to mine it”, and in Canada we believe that the 
mining sector is critical to establishing a low carbon 
economy. That future is not going to happen if 
minerals and metals are not produced that feed the 
technology and transport associated with a clean 
economy, which requires electric vehicles, solar 
panels and advanced battery technology. Therefore, 
we need lithium, cobalt, vanadium, nickel, graphite 
and so on. Our industry is poised to play a critical 
role in the global shift to a green economy. 

  P The last few years have seen a steady rise in the 
price of gold. How does this impact investment 
decisions in the mining sector?

 R Last year saw mega-mergers within the industry, 
which created some really big gold consortia. That 
should of course attract the interest of investors, 
particularly generalists, who invest in the most 
cost-effective category. Some of them may have 
left our sector, but we have definitely reappeared 
on their radars. Obviously, this sustained rise is 
again attracting people to invest in gold. That is 
due to geopolitical instability appearing around the 
world, which has renewed interest in the stability 
associated with gold. Any gold producing country, 
such as Chile or Canada, has the potential to explore 
and extract that resource. I believe that the rise in 

the price of metals will benefit mining in Chile. 

  P Are mega-mergers a new trend in the industry? Do 
you think they’re going to concentrate ownership?

 R It’s hard to predict where the industry is going. I 
think mega-mergers are an indicator of increased 
activity. Mineral reserves are depleting, which 
is currently the biggest concern facing mining 
companies. Accordingly, we are seeing a greater 
focus on exploration and cooperation between 
companies to develop their resources, which leads 
to mega-mergers. This appears to respond to 
some of the challenges facing our industry, such 
as declining reserves, higher exploration costs, and 
increased collaboration between companies.  

  P Which mega-merger would you say most closely 
reflects this situation?

 R The merger between Barrick and Randgold attracted 
the attention of the whole world. It was pretty 
amazing, too. Their synergy was evident, but at the 
same time Barrick and Randgold are very different 
companies. Barrick has always had its roots in 
Canada and it was committed to North America, but 
the merger has seen that focus move away from 
North America. I don’t know why this happened. This 
merger was a surprise and certainly raised several 
questions about the future of the industry.  

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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  P So which are the biggest challenges facing the 
mining sector at the moment?

 R As I mentioned, our reserves are running out and 
that makes more grassroots exploration really 
urgent. I think the most obvious challenge related 
to exploration is cost, and attracting dollars for 
exploration requires finding a way of reducing the 
costs involved. For example, northern Canada is 
a highly prospective geological area. But there is 
a shortage of ports and electricity infrastructure, 
a heavy reliance on helicopters for transport, and 
electricity must be generated locally. This has 
effectively reduced the country’s production to 
half of its accessible resources. Other areas will 
have other problems, and a mining or exploration 
company will have to examine how each jurisdiction 
deals with them. That’s going to determine whether 
any company will conduct its business there or not.  

  P How do you see the situation in Chile? Do you think 
that this is a risky time for investment?

 R Investors and companies carefully consider the 
factors that threaten a project. Political stability is 
certainly being constantly monitored. Exploration 
investment funds are usually quite mobile when 
faced with threats, unlike mining companies. Once 
they have established a mine it cannot be moved. 
However, exploration has a more transient nature, so 
a company may decide to explore a country based 
on its stability. If that changes, there’s not much 
to stop that company from taking its investments 
elsewhere. At the moment, the general feeling is 
that the social unrest affecting Chile will not have 
a severe impact on the country. This will need to be 
continually monitored, to ensure that Chile remains 
competitive compared to its neighbors and other 
mining countries around the world. 

Foto: https://coringmagazine.com/

  P Are these questions alarming? 
 R I think that some found it concerning, 

but other people including myself 
believe that mergers such as this 
open up many opportunities. We 
are excited that mega-mergers are 
refocusing attention on the mining 
business, which could attract new 
investors. I think that some people 
in the industry perceive these 
challenges as obstacles to progress, 
whereas others see opportunities. I 
guess it all comes down to each 
person’s perspective. Personally, I 
view mega-mergers as a good thing, 
as they signal more activity for the 
mining sector, particularly with 
regard to exploration. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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The company announced that it had 
signed two contracts with the Toyota 
Tsusho corporation to supply a total 
of 10,880 tons of lithium for batteries, 
where Toyota Tsucho will be the sales 
and marketing agent. Production will 
come from Orocobre’s Olaroz plant at the 

The Canadian company published the initial findings 
from its exploration program at this Potosi property, 
which is exclusively controlled by Prophecy. Hole PUD 
267 intersected 10m @ 147 g/t Ag, 9.8% Zn and 2% 
Pb, within a 35.5m @ 230 g/t AgEq mineralization. 

The company reported exploration 
results at its Oculto deposit, at the 
company’s Diablillos property in Salta. 
Drilling intersected 17.5m @ 0.1 g/t 
Au and 603.9 g/t Ag, plus 7.0m @ 20.6 
g/t Au and 202.1 g/t Ag. Furthermore, 

News

hole DDH 19-002 found a 
mineralization extension 
with high gold and silver 
concentrations and a gold 
zone at low depth. 

Olaroz salt flat in Jujuy, 
and this commitment 
should be completed 
within the next three years 
as the first shipment will 
be in March 2020. 

ARGENTINA

Abraplata reports its exploration 
results for Diablillos

ARGENTINA

Orocobre signs a contract to supply lithium to 
Chinese cathode manufacturers

BOLIVIA

Prophecy reports new results 
from Pulacayo

This property has not been drilled since 2012, and 
Prophecy has also met with success drilling in Paca, 
7 kilometers further north, where 1,085 g/t Ag was 
found last October.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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BRASIL

Shareholders of Equinox Gold and 
Leagold approve merger
The merger of these two companies 
was approved on January 28 after being 
proposed last December. It creates one 
of the largest gold mining companies 
with exclusive mines in Latin America 
and projects in Mexico and Brazil. The 
shareholders of both companies were 
overwhelmingly in favor of the merger, with 

Exploratory drilling confirms the 
projected grade for the A and C ore 
bodies, and are expected to supplement 
the reserves consumed during 2019. 
Drilling at the A ore body found 8.36m 
@ 15.22 g/t Au (with 5.55m @ 20.20 g/t 
Au) and at the C ore body found 7.66m 

News

@ 8.02 g/t Au (with 2.75m 
@ 19.35 g/t Au). Major 
Drilling is the contractor 
and it has commissioned 
a dedicated underground 
drill to expand exploration 
during 2020. 

BRASIL

Jaguar announces drilling 
results at Turmalina

over 99% supporting it at 
both Equinox and Leagold. 
The merger leaves seven 
mines directly owned by 
the consortium, in addition 
to the expansion project 
at the Los Filos complex  
in Mexico.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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The state-owned mining company is 
conducting research and exploration 
at its mining properties, to estimate 
the potential for lithium resources at 
the Maricunga salt flats in the Third 
Region, in accordance with the National 
Lithium and Salt Flats Governance 
Policy. Exploration will take place during 
most of this year that will describe  
the hydrogeological aspects of the 
brines, in order to accurately estimate 
the concentrations of lithium and  
other minerals that could be used in 
further studies. 

The NSR agreement is worth US$ 8 million and applies to 
all sales of minerals discovered in the San José 1/3000 
exploration concession. It forms part of the Vizcachitas 
copper and molybdenum porphyry project located 150 

News

kilometers north of Santiago, which is exclusively owned 
by Andes Copper.  The proceeds will be used primarily 
to finance a pre-feasibility study for the project and to 
support development of environmental impact studies. 

CHILE

Los Andes Copper and Resource Capital 
Fund reach an agreement on royalties 

CHILE

Codelco submits an environmental 
impact statement, in order to initiate 
exploration in Maricunga
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CHILE

Revelo agrees to sell royalties  
to EMX

The Canadian company sold 20 NSR 
royalty-generating interests in exploration 
properties for US$ 1.5 million, of which 9 are 
owned by Revelo. The agreement includes 
the San Guillermo, Reprado, Limbo and 
Magallanes projects owned by Austral 
Gold, the Victoria Norte, Hoshschild, 

When Lundin Mining reported its annual 
results, it mentioned that all its mines in 
Latin America met its forecast operating 
guidelines for 2019. Candelaria increased 
production by 9% in 2019 and is expected to 
grow a further 16% this year. Furthermore, 
the optimization project for the crusher at 

News

CHILE

Gold production in Candelaria 
increased by 9% in 2019

Ms. Camila Montes, an analyst from Cochilco, 
announced that desalinated water demand will 
grow particularly in northern Chile, with demand in 
Antofagasta increasing by 65%, 60% in Tarapacá, 42% 
in Atacama and 25% in the Coquimbo region. Over 90% 

the mine will be completed 
during the first quarter of 
this year. Lundin will present 
its complete 2019 financial 
accounts in mid-February. 

Q’Inti, Los Azules and 
Kolla Kananchiari projects 
owned by Masglas, and the 
T4, San Valentino and Las 
Ánimas projects owned by 
Atacama Copper.

of desalinated water will be used to process copper 
sulfide into concentrate. Energy consumption within the 
mining industry in northern Chile could also increase by 
41% by 2030.

CHILE

Chile forecasts a 156% increase 
in the demand for desalinated 
water this decade
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The property is located 420 kilometers 
north of Bogota, and results found 
chalcocite, covellite, chrysocolla, native 
copper and silver. Analysis yielded 4.51% 
Cu and 39.5 g/t Ag for the AM Horizon 
gold and copper deposit, which was found 
in siltstone and sandstone and confined 

An overwhelming majority of the company’s 
shareholders approved a sale to 2727957 Ontario Inc., 
which leaves this subsidiary of the Chinese company 
Zijin Mining in full control of the Buriticá project, 
which Continental Gold is currently developing in the 
Antioquia department. 

In our previous edition we published a 
note about progress at Lithium Chile’s 
projects in Turi and Coipasa, which 
contained some inaccuracies. This is the 
current status of both projects: Lithium 
Chile is negotiating with the Atacameña 

News

indigenous community in Turi and the 
Aymara community in Coipasa. Lithium 
Chile has an exploration agreement at 
Turi, but is still negotiating extraction 
agreements there and at Coipasa.

CHILE

Clarification about the current status of 
Lithium Chile’s projects

to a single stratigraphic 
unit. The César project 
is located in an area of 
Jurassic sediments that 
has historically only been 
explored under artisanal 
conditions. 

COLOMBIA

Continental Gold agrees sale to 
a subsidiary of Zijin Mining

COLOMBIA

Max Resource publishes a 
petrographic study of its Cesar project
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The company’s report describes the 
results from an analysis of 334 rock 
samples from a breccia mineralization 
and from veins mined by artisanal 
miners. These results include 14.5 ppm 
Au, 43.5 ppm Ag and 7117 ppm Cu in 
samples taken from area A of the project, 
and 4.5 ppm Au, 15.5 ppm Ag and 1377 

News

ECUADOR

Salazar Resources describes 
progress at its Los Osos project

ppm Cu from area B. The company 
emphasized the similarity between this 
deposit and the Cangrejos project, also 
in Ecuador, as well as a clear correlation 
between the observed gold and copper 
grades and the intensity of sulphides.

GUYANA

G2 Goldfields exploration finds 
an OKO extension

Since the official announcement of its 
discovery last November, the company has 
continued to explore the OKO Deformation 
Zone, and recent drilling found that the 
OKO strip within the AREMU/OKO project 
in the Seventh Region of Guyana extends 
further than originally estimated. New 

The company announced that it had acquired this 
property in Sonora, 35 kilometers south of Alamos 
Silver, another Minaurum-owned project. Aurífero 
contains several epithermal veins distributed across 
an area 3 km long, over 400m wide and oriented NW/
SE. Significant drilling results include 3.1m @18.37 g/t 
Au, 24.5m @3.12 g/t Au and 48m @1.47 g/t Au. The 
project has not been explored deeper than 135m, so the 
company expects that deeper explorations will reveal 
even greater potential at the property.  

calculations make the 
area 1 km long with highly 
concentrated sections (1m 
@ 11.4 g/t Au, 19.5m @ 2 
g/t Au and 3.2m @ 6.7 g/t 
Au) at a depth of less than 
100 m. 

MÉXICO

Minaurum Gold acquires 
the Aurífero project in the 
Alamos district
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The company reported its first findings 
at its property in the Puno orogenic belt 
in southeastern Peru. So far, five shear 
zones have been identified from the 
air at the property, which was acquired 
in September 2019 by Winshear. The 

The Canadian company, together with its Japanese 
partner JOGMEC, announced their plan for the first 
quarter of 2020 at this property located in southern 
Peru, bordering the Antilla and Cotabambas projects, 
which are also controlled by Panoro. The plan includes 

After promising results from its 
San Ignacio, Guanajuato and Topia 
properties, the company described its 
2020 exploration plans, which include 
identifying areas recognized, but as yet 
unmined. Its 2019 findings included 

News

1.2m @ 5.78 g/t Au in San 
Ignacio, 2.96m @ 7.47 
g/t Au in Guanajuato and 
0.1m @ 1.02 g/t Au in 
Topia.

first samples found 
encouraging results, 
including 1m @ 15.75g/t 
Au, 1.5m @ 5.72g/t Au, 
2.5m @ 3.57g/t Au and 
1m @ 5.7g/t Au.

MÉXICO

Great Panther announces its 
exploration results in Mexico

PERÚ

Winshear discovers several mineralizations in its 
first campaign at its Gaban Gold project

PERÚ

Panoro reports exploration 
plans for its Humamantata 
project

detailed geological mapping of the targets identified so 
far, a geochemical exploration that expects to collect 
1,200 rock samples, 2D and 3D geophysical surveys, 
and drilling 2,400m at three identified targets.
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COMPANY TICKER MKT CAP PRICE LAST MONTH

Admiralty Resources ADY 6.95 (A$M) 0.006 0.007

Alliance Resources AGS 16.94 (A$M) 0.110 0.115

Amerigo Resources ARG 91.886 (C$M) 0.51 0.59

Arena Minerals AN 7.131 (C$M) 0.05 0.05

RIO2 RIO 76.201 (C$M) 0.05 0.41

Capstone Mining CS 287.710 (C$M) 0.70 0.76

Equus Mining EQE 16.9 (A$M) 0.013 0.012

Fiore Gold F 49.957 (C$M) 0.52 0.54

Golden Rim GMR 10.47 (A$M) 0.008 0.011

Hot Chili HCH 1.72 (A$M) 0.030 0.038

Kingsgate Consolidated KCN 123.29 (A$M) 0.565 0.420

Los Andes Copper LA 78.781(US$M) 0.29 0.40

Mandalay Resources MND 93.781 (C$M) 1.02 1.09

Mirasol Resources MRZ 27.062 (C$M) 0.50 0.53

Josemaria Resources Inc. 
(NGEx Resources)

NGQRF 141.176 (US$M) 0.57 0.57

Orosur Mining OMI 8.014 (C$M) 0.05 0.06

Revelo Resources RVL 2.511 (C$M) 0.02 0.01

Regulus Resources REG 114.066 (C$M) 1.13 1.33

Blue Moon Zinc Corp MOON 3.281 (C$M) 0.03 0.03

SSR Mining SSRM 2.964B (C$M) 24.20 24.84

Southern Hemisphere SUH 94.47 (A$M) 0.025 0.027
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